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to encrypt a wpa2 network, a group of network devices must be able to generate a unique network
key for each user. this key is based on a user's network name and the current time, and the key is
then used to encrypt all data sent to and from the device. aircrack-ng is able to intercept this traffic
and take off the key, which can then be used to decrypt the traffic. if the key is known, the device
can be cracked. if a device is encrypted with a network key, it is almost impossible for a hacker to
break the encryption. however, it is possible to break wpa2 encryption and copy a user's network
key for later use. this can be done with a tool called ghashcat. ghashcat is a fast and secure
implementation of the keryman-harris-ferguson hash function. it is used for quickly and efficiently
cracking the wpa2 passphrase. in april 2017, the nso group said that it had closed down its unit that
sold surveillance tools to governments. it also said it would stop developing new products. however,
amnesty says that these measures were not enough. nso group says that it only sold its tools to
governments for lawful purposes. a spokesperson said that the company did not target and would
not target journalists or human rights activists. stunnel is a free software to tunnel and tunneling
protocol such as socks4 and socks5. it is a lightweight, secure, and stable tunneling application.
unlike other tools, stunnel does not have any dependencies. this means that stunnel can be used on
windows, mac os and linux operating system. sandstorm is a highly sophisticated cyber-espionage
tool created by the nso group. sandstorm has a wide range of features and is able to launch a wide
variety of attack methods against a target. it is the most sophisticated of the well-known nso group
tools. sandstorm has been identified in the past by researchers as being used by the mexican
government to target journalists. using sandstorm would allow nso group to access and target a wide
range of users without arousing suspicion.
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